Zero Carbon Bill – Feedback Template for Farmers

Either complete the Government’s online form or use the following template.

This template is simply a copy and paste of the Government’s online form. It is provided to make life easier for those people who’d prefer to email or post their comments in.

Don’t feel constrained by the questions posed in this template – you’re welcome to provide feedback beyond what the government is asking for.

Once you’ve completed this template, either:

- Email your submission to ZCB.Submissions@mfe.govt.nz or
- post your submission to Ministry for the Environment, PO Box 10362, Wellington, 6143.

*Name: Murray George Elliott
Company: M G E Elliott
Address:
Phone:
*Email:
Submitter type (pick one): Individual; ✔ Business/ Industry; Maori/ Iwi; Unspecified/ other; Community group

* required field. Privacy information is available here.
2050 target

1. What process should the Government use to set a new emissions reduction target in legislation? Pick one:
   - the Government sets a 2050 target in legislation now
   - the Government sets a goal to reach net zero emissions by the second half of the century, and the Climate Change Commission advises on the specific target for the Government to set later.

Optional comment

2. If the Government sets a 2050 target now, which is the best target for New Zealand? Pick one:
   - net zero carbon dioxide: Reducing net carbon dioxide emissions to zero by 2050
   - net zero long-lived gases (carbon dioxide, nitrous oxide) and stabilised short-lived gases (methane): Long-lived gases to net zero by 2050, while also stabilising short-lived gases
   - net zero emissions: Net zero emissions across all greenhouse gases by 2050.

Optional comment

3. How should New Zealand meet its targets? Pick one:
   - domestic emissions reductions only (including from new forest planting)
   - domestic emissions reductions (including from new forest planting) and using some emissions reductions from overseas (international carbon units) that have strong environmental safeguards.

Optional comment

4. Should the Zero Carbon Bill allow the 2050 target to be revised if circumstances change? Pick one:
   - yes
   - no.

Optional comment
Emissions budgets

5. The Government proposes that three emissions budgets of five years each (ie, covering the next 15 years) be in place at any given time. Do you agree with this proposal? Pick one:
   - yes
   - no.

Optional comment

6. Should the Government be able to alter the last emissions budget (ie, furthest into the future)? Pick one:
   - yes, each incoming Government should have the option to review the third budget in the sequence
   - yes, the third emissions budget should be able to be changed, but only when the subsequent budget is set
   - no, emissions budgets should not be able to be changed.

Optional comment

7. Should the Government have the ability to review and adjust the second emissions budget within a specific range under exceptional circumstances? Pick one:
   - yes
   - no.

Optional comment

8. Do you agree with the considerations we propose that the Government and the Climate Change Commission take into account when advising on and setting budgets? Pick one:
   - yes
   - no.

Optional comment

9. Should the Zero Carbon Bill require Governments to set out plans within a certain timeframe to achieve the emissions budgets? Pick one:
   - yes
   - no.

Optional comment
10. What are the most important issues for the Government to consider in setting plans to meet budgets? For example, who do we need to work with, what else needs to be considered? Comment

A GLOBAL RESPONSE MEANS ALL NATIONS RESPOND, OTHERWISE FORGET IT. LEAD THE
WE DON'T NEED TO BE WORLD LEADERS.
SIMILARLY TO AS BUT TO RESPOND AS OTHER NATIONS DO.

AGRICULTURE EMISSIONS SHOULD BE BASED UPON A FARM BASIS, NOT INDUSTRY BASIS. THAT IS COSTS PAID BY FARMERS (NOT MEAT PROCESSING COS) BASED ON FARMS NOT EMISSIONS WITH ACCOUNT FOR SOIL & VEGETATION SEQUESTRATION OF CO2.
Climate Change Commission

11. The Government has proposed that the Climate Change Commission advises on and monitors New Zealand's progress towards its goals. Do you agree with these functions? Pick one:

- yes
- no.

Optional comment

12. What role do you think the Climate Change Commission should have in relation to the New Zealand Emissions Trading Scheme (NZ ETS)? Pick one:

- advising the Government on policy settings in the NZ ETS
- makes decisions itself, in respect of the number of units available in the NZ ETS.

Optional comment

13. The Government has proposed that Climate Change Commissioners need to have a range of essential and desirable expertise. Do you agree with the proposed expertise? Pick one:

- yes
- no.

Optional comment
Adapting to the impacts of climate change

14. Do you think the Zero Carbon Bill should cover adapting to climate change? Pick one:
   - yes
   - no.

Optional comment

15. The Government has proposed a number of new functions to help us adapt to climate change. Do you agree with the proposed functions? Pick one:
   - yes
   - no.

Optional comment

16. Should we explore setting up a targeted adaptation reporting power that could see some organisations share information on their exposure to climate change risks? Pick one:
   - yes
   - no.

Optional comment